4th Annual Ontario JDE Public Sector Forum, May 30, Oakville, Ontario
Queen Elizabeth Park Community and Cultural Centre, 2302 Bridge Road
9:00 AM – 10:00 AM: Introductions and Keynote Speaker
Speaker
Session
Descriptor
Richard
Drouillard
Municipality of
Chatham-Kent

Numbers don't
lie…until they get
together

As leaders and subject matter experts for JDE, we are often called upon to
provide data in new and unexpected ways. It may be for a council report,
troubleshooting a discrepancy in the GL, a grant proposal or doing some analysis
that our systems can't do for us 'out of the box'. Regardless of the reason, many
of the problems with these requests remain the same:
·
The person gathering the data may lack the full picture of how the data
is stored and miss an important detail.
·
The person requesting the data may already feel they know what the
result should be and anything contrary to that must be wrong.
·
Even if we know we don't have the full picture, we feel pressured to 'just
give us what you have'.
·
And many more
How can we proactively avoid these problems? What can we do to help ensure
our data is interpreted correctly after it leaves our hands? How can we
summarize data and not introduce any bias?
We will examine these questions by learning from others' mistakes, discussing
best practices and showing examples of groups that 'get it'.
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10:00 AM – 10:45 AM
Stream
Session
ERP-One

Strategy for JDE upgrade

HCM

Employee Self service

CAM

Capital Asset Management
integrations
Budgeting tools: Questica,
FMW, forecasting module
Point of Sale/Facility
Booking software and JDE
integrations
JDE Developers workshop

FIN
FIN

TECH/USER

Descriptor
This session focuses on core strategies when upgrading to JDE 9.2 and how to lay
the groundwork to keep your system up to date. A strategic approach allows
your organization to maintain existing processes, the ability to stay flexible and
adopt new features and functionality without a lengthy technical roll out plan. We
will discuss aspects that need to be considered when deploying scheduled
changes, and the tools available to help you get there effectively. The mantra of
“Continuous Delivery/Adoption” incorporates Tools Upgrades, ESU’s, UXOne,
UDO’s and all other pre-built content delivered by Oracle.
What is the business case for using the JDE module vs third party or custom, and
what is the functi6onality and cost difference? How does timesheet entry work?
How does it integrate with the company intranet site and mobile devices?
This discussion group on ESRI and GIS integrations will explore how to create and
analyze work orders through GIS?
Delve into third-party budgeting tools like Questica and FMW and the forecasting
module in JDE.
How are miscellaneous sales handled across the organization? When is JDE used,
when are other systems used, and how do they interface? How is facility booking
done? How is the AR function handled with multiple systems in place?
Examine aspects of JDE Development including AIS, ADF, JET, BI Publisher, RDA,
Form Designer and more. Share tips, interesting customizations, and
development strategies.
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11:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Stream
Session
ERP-One

Orchestrator and Internet
of Things

HCM

Taleo recruitment
software
Work order discussion

CAM

FIN

FIN

TECH/USER

Pcard solutions and
providers and JDE
integrations
Resourcing JDE projects
using a competitive
process

JDE Integrations workshop

Descriptor
The Orchestration Studio allows Business Analysts and Developers to create and
schedule customized processes for the convenience of your users. This is the
latest feature of the citizen developer initiative developed for EnterpriseOne. The
webinar presents the features of Orchestrator, how it can be used to
communicate with devices and improve the user experience. A live demo of the
tools follows the lecture.
Learn about Taleo, its features, capabilities and benefits.
Take a deep dive into the work order. This session will cover Component assets
(Child assets), Work order reporting, Use of WO task and sub-task codes,
Equipment costing/Preventative mtc schedules/maintenance loops, Using BOM
on Parts List as a checklist, Employee time and equipment entry on WO, Parts
issued to WO from inventory.
We’ll share popular Pcard strategies and vendors/products in use today. How
does Pcard use fit in with your purchasing policy? How do you manage Pcard
receipts? Discuss integrations between JDE and Pcard provider.
Learn how to navigate the challenges of resourcing JDE projects. In this session,
we’ll discuss strategies for resourcing JDE projects, when to engage larger
consulting groups, using an RFP/RFQ process, piggybacking off other
agreements, Vendor of Record lists/rosters, and assembling a team of
independents.
This in-depth workshop will give you the opportunity to discuss any and all
aspects of building JDE integrations including AIS, mobile apps, Business Services,
Z tables, and integrating into any corporate apps.
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12:00 PM – 1:00 PM: ERP-One Tool Demonstration
Stream
Session
Descriptor
ERP-One

E1 Tools 9.2.2.x Demonstration of New Features

1:00 PM – 2:00 PM
Stream
Session
ERP-One

Exploring the latest and
greatest E1 User Interface and
Usability tools (UDOs & UX One)

HCM

Benefits module and JDE
integration to insurance
provider
Asset discussion

CAM

SCM

Supply Chain Management various topics

EnterpriseOne Tools 9.2 brings a whole new suite of features and
functionality for E1 releases 9.0 and 9.1 and 9.2. Changes such as Object
Tracking User Defines Objects (UDO), UXOne, Orchestrations, JET, AIS and
Simplified Upgrades are just a few of the new features included in this tools
update.
Join us to take a lab-based demonstration of new features and understand
best practices for utilizing these features.
Descriptor
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne has made great strides forward recently to
enhance the user experience. Business users now have many tools they can
use to alert, analyze and act. This includes CafeOne, E1 Pages, OVF/OVR,
Advanced Queries, Watchlists, and Grid Formatting, Forms personalization,
Ent. Search. This session overviews UX1/UDO to showcase options and the
ways to manage UDOs throughout your JDE ecosystem.
Curious about how the benefits module integrates with an insurance
provider? Join us for an overview of the Benefits module in JDE and how this
integrates with your benefits provider.
Explore assets in this discussion on Condition assessment, Tracking
condition and QRS rating, Creating 10-year forecast (JDE/Reports NOW),
Structure and setup of TCAs
Attention Supply Chain Managers! What are the pros and cons of 2-way vs
3-way match? How do you reconcile the ‘received not vouchered’ account?
How does your year-end PO rollover process work and do you manage
commitment integrity in conjunction with this? Do you use the inventory
module and for what purpose? Do you use PO Autosend?
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FIN

AP Automation and scanning
tools

TECH/USER

JDE Purge and archive
workshop
2:15 PM – 3:00 PM
Stream
Session
ERP-One

Making your ERP a competitive
advantage for your business Extending E1 to Mobile Users,
Devices and Web Portals

HCM

Time and attendance

FIN

Year End Processes/Monthly
period closes

What level of AP Automation and centralization do you have in your
organization? What software do you use, or are you considering, and are
you happy with it? How does it integrate with JDE?
Join us for an overview of the JDE toolset for archive and purge activities,
corporate archive policies and software currently on the market.
Descriptor
On January 2014, the biggest digital shift since the creation of the Internet
occurred when the number of people accessing the internet via mobile
devices exceeded those using computers. Today, with the myriad of new
web-enabled devices, this evolution is accelerating.
To remain competitive in this evolving digital business world, the ability to
interact with mobile users has shifted from a competitive advantage to a
basic need. The demands for ERP access by your customers, employees and
vendors via these devices requires simple, flexible and secure internet
access.
Join us to learn how to extend EnterpriseOne for a mobile future.
Understand the new JDE AIS Server, Oracle, and open source technologies
that allow for internet connectivity to EnterpriseOne for mobile devices,
web portals and internet-enabled devices. Learn how to properly
implement a solution to extend E1 for internet accessibility. We’ll share tips
and tricks from our project experience.
Do you use JDE modules or third party or custom? Explore the pros and
cons of each and challenges. Discuss Global Leave in JDE.
Are you hampered by the challenges faced with period closing? Does your
organization close periods monthly, why or why not? What steps do you
follow for year-end closing? Do you allow users to post back to closed years
with the ## doc type? Do you use Adjustment Entries on the BU or Account
Master for soft closes?
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FIN

Auto Bank Reconciliation

TECH/USER

JDE Bolt-ons : SSO, LDAP, JDE
Security, reporting tools

Take the mystery out of Auto Bank Reconciliation. This session focuses on
the Auto Bank Rec function in JDE. What works well, what does not, what
customizations are required, and what upstream process changes you need
to make to enable auto bank rec to work. How does it compare to the
manual bank rec process?
Join us for a broad discussion on third-party tools that connect to JDE.:
Think SSO, LDAP, security products (Qsoft and All In), reporting tools
(ReportsNow), Everest products, many others.
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